
Welcome again to Safety Spot, I 
hope that you and those close 
to you are in good shape.  I 
have to say, as I finally start 
to tap the keys and get 

something down on paper, that this morning 
hasn’t started that brilliantly. First, I’d forgotten 
that the Highways Agency had programmed a 
road closure today, you’ve got it, the road I use 
for work. Presumably, the presumption based 
on the number of tipper lorries lined-up on the 
road approaching the diversion, they’ve closed 
it so that they could begin to fill the huge 
potholes that have been multiplying nationally 
over the last couple of years.  Mustn’t moan, 
there now! 

The second thing that’s gone wrong is that, 
for some unknown reason, I’ve not been able to 
get my computer to get itself on-line… no valid 
IP address… despite three attempts; computer 
technology… can’t live without it these days! 
The third reason for this morning’s growing 
discomposure is that this is the second April 
Safety Spot I’ve written in the last 24 hours. 
Well, written is a bit of an exaggeration, let me 
explain.

Yesterday, during the throng of a normally 
busy day here at Engineering HQ, I spent every 
spare moment sorting out the photographs 
for this issue. You will imagine that this is quite 
a task, but not unenjoyable now that I’ve got 
the hang of Photoshop. There’s also a fair bit 
of to-ing and fro-ing on the telephone, getting 
permissions and that sort of thing.  

Photographic pressure this month was 
increased slightly because Brian, our Editor, 
asked me to take a few pictures of the new 

This picture taken during the Vintage Aero 
Club’s recent propeller swingers’ course 
shows LAA Inspector, Alan Turney’s (in 
the cockpit of his Sokol) ‘belt and braces’ 
approach to propeller swinging; note the 
sensible use of a person on the tail. My 
only comment about this picture is that 
consideration should be made about 
what’s behind the aircraft before starting …
this is, of course, true whether starting by 
hand or with an electrical starter motor.     
(Photo Jan Atherton)

During the many recent conversations 
about the dangers of starting an aircraft 
engine by hand-swinging the propeller, 
it has become apparent that much of the 
re-cycled advice ‘out there’ may need to 
be reviewed. We’ve looked through our 
libraries both at home and here at out 
Turweston HQ for practical safety advice 
concerning this inherently dangerous 
operation, most especially to establish the 
general rule that ‘the man on the propeller 
is in-charge’.  We’re questioning this rule, 
if indeed it ever really was a rule, and 
this is discussed rather more fully in the 
accompanying text. (Photo JLAA Library)

Merlin SSDR microlight. I trust you’ll see these, 
and Francis’ impressions of this amazing 
little aircraft, elsewhere in the mag.  Anyway, 
I digress. Because I spent so much time 
embroiled in the creation of the Safety Spot 
picture file yesterday, I ended up dreaming, 
sad though it might sound, about it last night. 
I remember distinctly creating the whole thing 
and I was very pleased, unusually, with the end 
result.  But, as usual with dreams, I can’t now 
remember a single thing I wrote about, so I’ve 
had to start this month’s effort completely from 

Was it a dream or did I really write Safety Spot twice? Anyway, we look 
at prop-swinging,  Tiger Moth tie-rods and revisit a Kitfox accident 

ProP-SWIngIng: 
hoW  To AvoId 
ThE dAngErS
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I promised that I would show you Duncan Cotter’s prosthetic arm 
in the last Safety Spot but for all sorts of reasons we never got 
the picture in time. You will recall that Duncan lost the lower part 
of his arm during a propeller swinging incident at Fenland Airfield 
last year. Here’s Duncan’s ‘selfie’ showing the attachment in use in 
his recently acquired Jodel D117. This is a clever device because 
there’s no need for any modification of the airframe, always a 
complicated affair when aircraft control systems are concerned.  
See the close-up detached from the cuff… Duncan tells me that 
this is the Mk. 1… a Mk. II is planned whch will be much lighter.  
As an optimist will say, “Where there’s a will – there’s a way”.    
(Photo  Duncan Cotter)

scratch. Well, not quite from scratch, I’ve got 
a picture file even if I can only get at it through 
unusual means.

In last month’s Safety Spot we looked at the 
nasty accident where LAA’er Duncan Cotter 
was struck by the propeller during a hand 
start-up; you’ll remember that, because of a 
brief moment of something or other, he forgot 
to set the throttle correctly and the engine 
went quickly to full power as soon as it started. 
This tipped the aircraft up onto its nose, in the 
process catching Duncan’s arm. I explained 
that Duncan, whilst in hospital, managed to 
sell the Minicab, which has suffered only minor 
damage in the accident, so that he could buy 
something with an electric starter …he chose 
a Jodel D117, great move.  Take a look at 
Duncan’s selfie pictures of his ‘own-design’ 
prosthetic attachment, personally I think it’s 
fantastic to hear that Duncan’s back in the air 
again, I’m sure you’ll agree, thanks Duncan for 
helping to spread this safety message. 

The piece, centred on Duncan’s accident, 
on hand-swinging generated a lot of response 
from members, thanks to all of you who sent 
me your opinions and experiences about the 
subject.  LAA’er Harry Haigh wrote about the 
need to tie the tail down, a safety practice 
followed, judging by the correspondence, by 
many.  Here’s his letter:

Hi Malcolm
I read the article on prop swinging procedure 
with interest. For 10 years I was hand swinging 
a Colibri. Following on from that, for three 
years, I was hand swinging a Jodel D112 until 
I designed and fitted the starter and alternator 

arrangement. Somehow, I can’t remember 
exactly how, I received advice in addition to the 
procedure outlined in your article which on two 
occasions has provided a safety net.

Both the above machines are not equipped 
with a parking brake so my routine involved 
using a steel spike in the ground at the rear of 
the tailwheel. The spike goes into the ground 
first. Then a nylon strap or leather belt is 
wrapped around the tailwheel assembly and 
behind the spike. The machine is then pulled 
forward against the spike and strap restraint 
and chocks with a rope are inserted in front 
of the main wheels. After starting and with the 
engine set ticking over on minimum throttle, the 
spike and strap are removed first and then the 
chocks.

I made the spike from a 12” length of 
concrete reinforcing steel about 3/8” diameter 
over the ridges. Ground it to a point at one end 
and the bent about 3” of the other end through 
about 125 Degrees so that when it’s driven 
into the ground at an angle resisting the pull, 
(generally with my foot), it forms a steel loop.

It’s always worked very well for me and others 
might wish to try this.  

Best regards   
Harry Haigh

Thank you Harry for passing on this wisdom; I 
think that there’s no point in having a one-size-
fits-all approach to this subject, there are just 
too many variables. Every aircraft is different 
from its neighbour; in fact an individual aircraft 
can behave differently from one hour to the 
next! The most important thing is that, before 
you attempt to start your aircraft, whether it’s 

by hand, with the use of explosives, a mobile 
starting truck or, the more likely electric starter 
motor, that you check and re-check that all is 
in-order before you swing – pull – command - 
or push the ‘go’ device. We’ve had a cluster of 
accidents recently, one just last week, where 
these basic rules weren’t followed.

Naturally, there was quite a bit of discussion 
here about it amongst the engineers and 
pilots based at Turweston. One point, made 
regularly, was the reminder that the person 
swinging the propeller was ‘in-charge’. I 
agreed that this used to be the norm, up to a 
point, in military aviation. I remember well, as a 
cadet, the: “fuel-on, brakes-on, throttle-closed, 
switches-off” statement made to the ground 
crew before they primed the Chipmunk before 
an early exercise. Of course  these engines 
were started with a Coffman starter, but the 
ground engineer did have to turn the propeller 
to prime the engine alongside other sorts of 
mysterious pumping and squeezing inside 
the cowling, so the importance of this drill was 
to be certain that the mags were off before 
touching the propeller.

The only place we could find anything 
relating to the hierarchical issues surrounding 
prop swing was in a Francis’ 1955 edition of 
Michael Royce’s book, ‘Studies for Student 
Pilots’. Here are the first few lines describing 
the practise of hand-swinging:

I question this command-chain in today’s 
world; I certainly think that the captain of the 
aircraft should always be in-charge; in other 
words, reduce the command chain to one!  
Surely it has to be safer not to involve 
others in the starting of an aeroplane 
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(Above) This picture shows the remains of the centre section of the fuselage of the de 
Havilland Moth that crashed in Australia in December 2013. In the March Safety Spot we 
focussed our attention on the importance of using the correct part to attach the Joint H 
fitting, this month we’re looking more closely at the tie rods themselves. It is clear from 
this picture that, during the wing failure, the tie rods had failed at their threaded end.  
(Photo ATSB)

(Above) I took this picture during the 
restoration of a Tiger Moth aircraft here at 
Turweston some time ago and feature it 
because it shows well the position of both 
the front and rear tie rods more or less in 
place. These lateral tie rods resist tensile 
loads, note the beefy compression strut 
in place to resist forces from the other 
direction. (Photo Malcolm McBride)

(Above)  This picture shows LAA 
Inspector, James Gilmore, in front of a 
Wasp radial engine… as well as being 
an LAA Inspector, James works as 
the Maintenance Manager at the well 
known Aircraft Restoration Company 
at Duxford, almost a dream job for an 
aircraft engineering enthusiast. In 1996, 
when James was an Apprentice working 
for Marshalls at Cambridge, he spotted 
some flaking paint around the tie rod 
securing nut on a Moth; he decided to 
investigate with a small pick and, to his 
(and everybody else’s) surprise, the nut fell 
to the floor. Thank goodness for James’  
eagle eye. (Photo Ken Craigie)

(Left)  This is a close-up of the failed 
tie rod as discovered in the hangar by 
James Gilmore, from the engineering 
perspective this picture shows much of the 
failure history. Note the multiple notches 
around the circumference, each notch is a 
potential origin site for a crack. Note also 
the clear beach lines, too close to count 
at the beginning of the failure (left in the 
picture) but widening quickly towards the 
point of final failure. 
(de Havilland Support Ltd)

(Left)  Mark Miller of de Havilland Support Ltd. kindly let me use 
these pictures taken of three different tie rods that have been 
rejected by the inspection system at DHSL. Bearing in mind the 
very high load taken by these components and the critical role 
they play in keeping the structure together during flight, Mark 
was astounded by the different interpretations made about thread 
manufacture in these parts.  Working from right to left, the first 
picture shows what looks to be an acceptable thread cut although, 
when looked at more closely, it can be seen that the cutting tool 
had been ‘chattering’ as it cut the thread. The middle picture has 
a worrisome undercut (between the thread and the shaft of the 
rod) reducing the effective diameter of the rod, and I don’t need to 
explain what’s happened in the third (RHS) example.  
(Photo de Havilland Support Ltd)

(Right) This picture 
shows the fracture 

faces of the front and 
rear tie rods from 

the Australian Tiger 
Moth accident and 
note that they tell a 
similar story to the 
earlier 1996 failure. 
These pictures are 

conclusive evidence 
that the tie rods failed 
over a period of time, 

and the mechanism for 
this is usually fatigue 

cracking. (ATSB)
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engine unless it’s absolutely necessary. Apart 
from the problem of distractions, which may 
have played a part in the recent accident, it’s 
very unlikely that an enthusiastic helper, almost 
whatever his or her background, will ‘know’ 
the engine or aircraft’s foibles and vicissitudes 
as well as the owner. There is, after all, a big 
difference starting a radial engine than a flat 
four and a flat four doesn’t behave like an 
inverted Gipsy. Engines with a reduction gear 
behave differently again.

The most important thing about starting an 
engine is that the person swinging, normally in 
the LAA community, the owner, has checked 
that everything that can be done to make this 
dangerous operation safe has been done; 
twice, three times if necessary.  Later, in this 
Safety Spot, I will be describing the recent 
start-up incident I alluded to a moment ago, 
I’ll expect that you’ve seen the picture of 
the crunched wing-tip in your pre-read leaf 
through. Let’s get going though by returning 
to the tragic Australian Tiger Moth crash we 
spoke about last month.

de Havilland DH82a Tiger Moth  
– In-Flight break-up      
In last month’s Safety Spot I talked about the 
accident generally, but my focus was centred 
on the fact that the special Joint H attachment 
bolt had been replaced in the accident 
machine, at some undetermined time in the 
past, with an ordinary bolt; you will have read, 
I hope, that the plain-shank portion of this 
replacement bolt wasn’t long enough which 
meant that the shear loads between the bolt 
and the bracket itself weren’t resisted correctly. 
This is a real problem in this complicated joint 
because, if the joint H bracket is able to move 
about, shear loads will be transmitted to the 
lateral tie rods, probably changing their fatigue 
characteristics.

In this Safety Spot I will look at the evidence 
collected from the tie rods, both of which failed 
at the threaded part where the tie rod attaches 
to the Joint H fitting; their failure most probably 
precipitated the wing failure.

When the Australian investigators from the 
Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB) 
got the seriously damaged aircraft back to 
their base it was clear that there had been 

a catastrophic, and very sudden port wing 
failure; initially, and quite understandably, there 
was a focus on the lower port wing’s main spar.  
The spar had fractured in numerous places 
and, although old, having been constructed 
as a one-piece spar in 1943, it didn’t show any 
signs of any significant pre-existing defect, 
wood decay or wood rot, that would have 
contributed to its premature failure.

The focus soon shifted to the broken lateral 
tie rods. The DH 82a, unlike other Moths, 
connects all of its flying wires to one fuselage 
point, Joint H. For interest, so Moth aficionados 
tell me, this was so that the pilot and instructor 
could leave the aircraft without impedance, 
by parachute, should the need arise. This is 
one of the reasons why the Joint H fitting is 
such a critical component on the DH82a, and 

all the tension forces generated by the wings 
are resisted by the lateral tie rods through the 
fuselage.

If you’ve looked at the pictures you’ll see that 
there has been a failure of this component 
before, in fact, it was this earlier failure that 
generated the imposition of a safe life for this 
component. The tie rod in question hadn’t 
completely failed when signs of distress 
surrounding the tie rod’s attachment nut were 
spotted by eagle-eyed apprentice James 
Gilmore, under training in the Marshalls hangar 
at Cambridge in 1996. James, as things 
have turned out, is now an experienced LAA 
Inspector. The current tie rod life has been set 
at 2000 hrs and/or 18 years, although these 
numbers are very likely to change shortly. The 
LAA has, as an immediate response to the 
Australian accident, reviewed the life of all the 
tie rods in its fleet and owners and inspectors 
have ensured that correct bolts have been 
fitted to the Joint H fitting.  

At the Moth Club’s annual forum, Mark Miller, 
Chief Engineer at DHSL, gave an excellent talk 
to members on the subject  and explained that, 
taking into account design flight loads, the tie 
rods themselves had a safety-factor only just 
above one. One, if you’re not conversant with 
safety-factor language, is just strong enough. 
In other words, these tie rods are working very 
hard indeed, especially so during aerobatics.  

Most metals, when asked to resist loads 
close to the ultimate strength, will be prone to 
fatigue failure; and these days, this is taken into 
account during a component’s design.

Of course, the phenomenon of fatigue wasn’t 
fully understood in the thirties when this design 
was drawn-up, only becoming a hot topic after 
the structure failures in the pressurised Comet, 
another, perchance, de Havilland design. 

One aspect of a design that will have a 
very detrimental effect on the fatigue life 
of a component is the creation of stress 
concentrators. These can be introduced in a 
number of ways, designed-in gotchas like very 
sharp corners in highly stressed components, 
are avoided where possible. We’ve often 
spoken in Safety Spot about problems of 
notching on the surface of materials, the 
stress concentrating effect of notching is 
one of the reasons why we’re so careful 

This silhouette-like close up shows another problem found on 
the failed 1996 tie rod. Note the very sharp point at the base of 
the thread; it is likely that this thread was cut on a lathe and the 
tool used was ground to a point, small errors in the tool’s initial 
grinding have been mirrored in the final thread …a sharp point like 
this acts as a stress concentrator and would be the natural point 
of failure during overload.  (Photo de Havilland Support Ltd)

This picture, taken with permission from the ATSB report, 
shows the origin of the fatigue cracks on the Moth tie rod. The 
thread on this tie rod has been made using a thread die - die 
cut threads often show evidence of galling and scoring on the 
threads flanks and this needs to be considered when assessing 
the possible fatigue life of a highly stressed aircraft component. 
(ATSB)

The ATSB report also points out that the fit 
between the attaching nut and the thread 
itself was also variable; the nuts on the 
subject Moth were ‘noticeably looser when 
engaged’. Three rods were sectioned and 
polished with the nuts in-situ to illustrate 
this. The mechanics of nut and bolt fit are 
extremely complicated and the effect on 
this poor fit with regard to fatigue failure 
isn’t known. (ATSB)
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Here’s a picture of the very colourful Zenair CH 601UL microlight aircraft that was involved in the recent start-up incident which led to 
some pretty substantial airframe damage. This example, the microlight version of the popular Zenair Zodiac, was first flown in 2006; 
the LAA has over 40 601 UL aircraft on its books, 10 still to be completed.  The CH stands for the aircraft’s designer, Chris Heintz, 
who formed the Zenith aircraft company in the early 1970’s although this model, designed specifically for the microlight market, first 
appeared in 1991. (Photo: Michael Gatley)

This picture shows the extent of the 
damage caused when the port wing-tip 
struck the hangar after the pilot lost control 
of the aircraft during start up. We’re not 
sure whether this is another example of 
the poor throttle configuration on some 
Rotax carburettor installations or whether 
there was another maintenance related 
issue which caused the engine to go to full 
throttle on start up. Whatever the cause, 
this was an expensive error.
(Photo: Michael Ames)

to avoid surface corrosion pitting, particularly 
in high(er) carbon steels. Another creator of 
local stress can be poorly manufactured parts; 
in the case of the Australian manufactured 
tie rods the quality of the threads themselves 
was very poor, indeed when the area of the tie 
rod around the thread was sectioned, it was 
found that there were a number of areas where 
cracking in the base of the threads had started.

One last lesson we’re reminded about from 
this incident is that, as aviators, we need to 
remember that regular inspections of aircraft, 
and all the processes and practices that 
surround aircraft operation evolved over the 
last one hundred years, are vital if we want 
to stay safe. There seems to be an air of 
complacency surrounding this area, but recent 
horrible aircraft accidents have reminded us 
that flying, whatever the advertisers say, is 
inherently dangerous …we make it safe by 
being obsessed with the detail. Don’t believe 
the snake-oil salesman when he tells you 
that rules and regulations are ‘old hat’ in our 
modern world. If somebody comes up to you 
and explains that he’s going to strip away the 
gold-plating, walk away quickly because it’s 
very likely he hasn’t got much of a clue what 
he’s talking about.

Don’t forget, you can read the full ATSB report 
into this crash via a link in the Safety Alert 
published by the LAA online …you’ll find this on 
the LAA website under, unsurprisingly, Safety 
Alerts! 

Zenair CH601UL  
– Loss of Control during start-up
I first heard about this event via the aircraft’s 
insurers; they were wondering whether we had 
investigated this event and what we might have 
thought about it. Apparently a chap had started 
his engine just after it had been in the hangar 
for maintenance and it ran straight to full power. 
Seemingly, the aircraft’s brakes weren’t holding 
and the aircraft was starting to accelerate. 

The first iteration of this story was that the 

pilot’s instructor, who was standing nearby, 
rushed to his pupil’s aid and grabbed the 
aircraft by its tail in an attempt to stop it moving 
and bring the events back under some control. 
Sadly, this had the opposite effect and the 
aircraft was accidentally steered into the 
maintenance hangar, finally, no doubt with 
some relief, stopping the engine.  

Fortunately, nobody was hurt and, as it turned 
out, the damage to the airframe, at least on 
the first inspection, appears to be minimal. 
The engine, a Rotax 912 UL, will need a full 
shock load inspection and, bearing in mind it 
hit the hangar at full chat, I will be surprised 
if the pressed-crank, a feature of this engine, 
survived the experience. 

My first thought was that this was yet another 
example where the peculiarity of the Rotax 
‘spring-to-open’ throttle system had claimed 

another victim; this may be the case, the after 
event evidence is a bit thin. In other words 
there are one or two confounding factors which 
may have played a part.

I got in touch with the owner of the aircraft to 
see if I could get the facts of the matter; I really 
enjoyed my chat with this member, realising 
fairly quickly that he was fairly new to this 
flying game. He explained that he’d only had 
this aircraft for a few months and that he was 
under instruction; he explained that he’s a late 
starter, now in his early seventies. It was clear 
during the conversation that, even after this 
scary incident, he’s super enthusiastic and has 
enjoyed every moment of his recent seventy 
hours of instruction. He explained that he was 
hoping to go solo shortly, but didn’t feel that 
there was any pressure on him to do so.

The training day started fairly normally and 
he was practicing, with his instructor, some 
circuits and bumps. All was going well until, 
on the downwind leg, the engine started 
‘misbehaving itself’ by running rough. The 
instructor took control and the aircraft was 
landed without a fuss. After the engine was 
stopped and as the aircraft pushed back to 
the hangar, fuel was seen pouring out of the 
bottom of the cowl. The instructor, who was 
a motorcyclist and used to the vagaries of 
Bing carburettors, thought that this could be 
because one of the float valves had become 
stuck: the engine cowls were removed and the 
float bowls taken off to investigate.

The owner noted that, the first time the 
carburettors were reassembled one still leaked 
but, after another go, the leak was stopped. 
The cowls were duly replaced and the aircraft 
pushed outside for an engine ground run. I’ve 
explained what happened next.

The owner explained that he was very 
surprised that the engine went to full power 
almost straight away, he tried to turn the 
engine off with the key switch, but the switch 
had jammed and he couldn’t turn it. He then 
switched off the fuel but, by this time, the 
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Is there anybody 
home? Luckily, 
although this crash 
occurred shortly 
after a delivery of 
heating oil and both 
the delivery driver 
and the owner of the 
bungalow were in the 
back garden, nobody 
was seriously injured. 
Regular readers of 
Safety Spot will recall 
that we spoke about 
this incident, where a 
Kitfox failed to climb 
away after an aborted 
landing, shortly after 
it happened (in the 
January 2015 edition). 
We thought, at the 
time, the reason for 
this aircraft failing to 
climb out after take-off 
was that the aircraft 
was flying too slowly 
and got behind the 
drag curve; we now 
know that there was 
probably a little more 
to it. (Photo: John  
Parkhouse)

aircraft was accelerating out of control.  
The pilot explained that, “everything would 

have been OK if the instructor hadn’t grabbed 
the tail in the way that he did”.  I suggested 
an alternative scenario where the aircraft 
had accelerated to flying speed and had 
climbed away with him on his own, made 
more especially dangerous because he wasn’t 
strapped in and the canopy may not have 
been secured. I can read the accident report in 
my mind … ‘because the fuel had been turned 
off in an earlier attempt to stop the engine, the 
engine ran out of fuel and stopped at about 
fifty feet and the aircraft stalled’ … he agreed, 
after considering this, that the instructor had 
probably acted in his student’s best interest.  

       So, what really happened? Well, I’m 
not sure that we’ll really ever know with 
100% accuracy, but there are two likely 
explanations that jump out. Bearing in mind 
my earlier comments about the dangers of 
starting aircraft engines, it’s worth looking 
at the procedural aspects, normal to aircraft 
operation, that weren’t carried out.  

The first possibility is that the throttle moved 
itself to full power under its own devices; we 
know, as already mentioned, that this can 
happen in this installation and I won’t go on 
about what I think about this silly feature here. 
It’s clear that this is a novice pilot and he 
probably won’t be fully up-to-speed with the 
need to do a throttle check before starting 
the engine. This could be more especially so 
because he wasn’t planning to fly.  But there’s 
also another possibility.

Neither of these chaps was an aircraft 
engineer, yet they took the cowls off and 
dismantled the carburettors. OK, I think that 
this work could just fit into the realms of pilot 
maintenance but that doesn’t mean that normal 
engineering inspection practice shouldn’t have 
taken place. Firstly, any work carried out on an 
aircraft needs to be inspected by somebody. It 
is never a good idea to carry out maintenance 
work which involves reassembling components 

without somebody else checking that the work 
has been done correctly.  

If the work done passes a certain threshold 
of complexity, and the assertion of this level is 
often a matter of judgement made by an owner 
(who’s an experienced and licensed pilot), 
then the inspection will need to be done by a 
suitably approved person; in the case of an 
LAA aircraft, an LAA Inspector. If he or she is 
happy that the work is done correctly and the 
aircraft is safe to fly, they will sign the logbook, 
both to record the work and to authorise 
it; we call this ‘issuing a PMR’ …a Permit 
Maintenance Release.

Now, it’s possible that the pilot didn’t get 
flummoxed by the situation and that the engine 
really was stuck on full power. This could have 
happened because the carburettor control had 
been moved in some way during the work done 
to stop the leak.  Normal procedure, after this 
sort of maintenance, would be (after the work 
had been completed) an initial inspection of 
the disturbed engine control, where the control 
would be checked through its range, followed 
by a duplicate inspection, where somebody 
else checked it again. As I’ve explained 
earlier in this Safety Spot, where aircraft are 
concerned, you just cannot be too careful.

Let’s hope this aircraft can be fixed quickly 
so our septuagenarian student can carry on his 
training; it will be good to bump, well, perhaps 
not actually bump, into him at a flying event 
sometime.

Denney Kitfox Mk 2  
– Loss of Control after Take-Off
If you are reading this title and suffering a 
little déjà vu, don’t worry, it’s not your memory 
playing tricks, we’ve used exactly this title 
before. In January 2015, in Safety Spot, we 
spoke about an accident where a Kitfox ended 
up failing to climb away after a landing half 
way down the runway. The airfield, Castle 
Bytham near Grantham if you recall, is situated 
on a gentle hill-top and the pilot had touched 

down on the brow of the hill; at the point of 
touchdown he recalled that he was going a 
little fast and that he wasn’t convinced he was 
actually into wind, so he did the sensible thing 
in such circumstances, and opened the throttle 
for another go.

The problem, one that ended up with the 
aircraft nestling on the roof of the bungalow 
sited at the end of the runway, was that the 
aircraft failed to climb away. As the reader will 
imagine, the pilot’s actual recollection of events 
after the aborted landing were a bit sketchy but 
it looked very much like the wind had changed 
such that our man was landing with quite a 
strong downwind component. We recorded 
this incident, for the purpose of our annual 
accident statistics, as an Operational one (Loss 
of Control on Take-Off); in other words, pilot 
error. I spent a little time reminding pilots about 
the problems of climbing away at too low an 
airspeed, colloquially termed ‘behind the drag-
curve’. I also explained the effects of rotor, 
that’s where the airflow curls back on itself to 
form a toroid on the downwind side of a hill, 
and felt that these two factors were the most 
likely reason for the aircraft’s lack of apparent 
climb performance.

As I often mention when we re-look at a 
previous accident, all the Safety Spots can be 
downloaded from the LAA’s website …again, 
just go to the Engineering Alert and News 
section where you’ll find a link to Safety Spot.

So, why the re-look? Well, the pilot during the 
incident called me recently because something 
was bothering him about the incident and that, 
now some time had passed, he recalled an 
event that occurred earlier during the flight that 
might have been relevant. I’ll explain.

During the flight before the accident the pilot 
explained that he decided that it would be a 
good idea to see how fast the aircraft would go 
in level flight; aero-engineers call this speed, 
by the way, the WOT (wide open throttle!) 
speed. We haven’t got the space left in this 
Safety Spot to chat specifically about the 
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These rockers (far left) and 
the example valve stem (left)
come from the KFM engine as 
fitted to the Kitfox that ended 
up on the roof of a bungalow 
at Castle Bytham last year; 
you can see that the very large 
wear in both components.  
This engine had been flying 
for just under 500 hours before 
the incident and this wear, 
along with other engine issues 
described in the text, makes 
it likely that the engine was 
operating well below par at 
the time of the accident flight. 
(Photo: Richard Budd/Kevin Dilks)

importance of this ‘maximum level flight speed’ 
with regard to aircraft design but, rest assured, 
it’s an important number.  Anyway, during this 
test, the pilot noticed that the Cylinder Head 
Temperature (CHT) was, “right off the clock”. 
Naturally, he throttled back fairly quickly and, 
after a while, the temperatures dropped within 
limits; the engine appeared to be functioning 
fine so he decided to return to the airfield. It 
was during the subsequent aborted landing 
that the owner found that he couldn’t climb 
away.

Unfortunately, this particular aircraft was 
beyond economical repair so it has been 
broken up; in fact, much of the airframe is 
going into another Kitfox re-build, as is the 
engine. The engine itself is being restored 
professionally and a conversation with the 

engine rebuilder confirmed that it was most 
likely operating well below full power at the time 
of the incident. I have added a few pictures 
showing some of the items removed.

So, what’s the lesson? Well, though all the 
information presented about the effects of rotor 
and the dangers of climbing at a speed the 
wrong side of the drag-curve are very relevant, 
and most likely played their part in this incident, 
we weren’t able to pass on the lesson that 
if you inadvertently exceed the limits on an 
aircraft, be they airframe or engine limits, you 
need to tread very cautiously and get back on 
the ground as soon as you can, then get the 
aircraft checked-over by somebody who knows 
what they’re looking at. Our engineer checked 
the ring gap on this particular engine and it was 
way larger than it should have been; this meant 

that the compressions were all low which, 
coupled with an incorrectly functioning valve 
train, would have definitely meant the engine 
was running well under par.

If you, after you’ve read this, still feel a little 
a little déjà vu, I’m in good company. I’ve just 
remembered that Castle Bytham would be a 
good place to try out a maximum speed test 
…remember the Mallard, the record breaking 
LNER Class A4 locomotive?  

Well, it broke, and still holds, the world speed 
record for a steam locomotive on the adjacent 
East Coast Mainline; a feat achieved between 
Little Bytham and Essendine.

I’ve taken a look, to save you the job, ‘on 3 
July 1938 engine driver, Joe Duddington (then 
aged 61) broke the record achieving a speed 
of 126 mph’.  Creating no doubt, a Fair Wind. ■

(Left) Here is a close 
up of two of the poppet 
valves on the KFM engine 
discussed in the text; 
the right hand valve 
appears to have a good 
seat but the left hand one 
is completely worn out. 
(Photo: Kevin Dilks)

When the engineer started to strip the KFM engine for overhaul he was 
surprised to find that there was significant corrosion throughout the engine. 

There’s not enough space to fit any more pictures into this month’s Safety Spot 
but I’ll squeeze this picture in showing the main jet as I think it speaks for itself. 

(Photo: Kevin Dilks)
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Laa project Registration 
Kit Built Aircraft   £300
Plans Built Aircraft  £50
Issue of a permit to test fly  
Non-LAA approved design only  £40
Initial permit issue 
Up to 450kg  £450
451-999kg  £550
1,000kg and above  £650
permit renewal 
Up to 450kg  £155
451-999kg £200
1.000kg and above  £230
Modification application 
Prototype modification minimum £60
Repeat modification minimum £60 

transfer 
(from CofA to Permit or CAA Permit to LAA Permit)
Up to 450kg  £150
451-999kg £250
1,000kg and above  £350
four-seat aircraft 
Manufacturer’s/agent’s type acceptance fee  £2,000
Project registration royalty  £50
Category change
Group A to microlight £135
Microlight to Group A  £135
Change of G-Registration fee
Issue of Permit Documents following G-Reg change £45
Replacement Documents
Lost, stolen etc (fee is per document) £20
Latest SPARS - No.16 February 2015

LAA engineering chArges – PLeAse nOTe neW fees hAve APPLied since 1 APriL 2015
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